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3-3:30 p.m. 
Considering the Skeptical Nietzsche 
Matt Clemons 
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Mark Anderson 
 
"Though recent scholarship concerning Nietzsche’s relationship with skepticism includes him in the 
Pyrrhonian tradition, I will argue that Nietzsche, while sympathetic to Pyrrhonism, is not a Pyrrhonian 
skeptic. By primarily appealing to his extended consideration of skepticism in Beyond Good and Evil, I 
will demonstrate Nietzsche’s split with the Pyrrhonian tradition and subsequent support of a 
methodological skepticism. I will then briefly demonstrate how a methodological approach could, 
perhaps, in the passages in Nietzsche’s corpus that have traditionally been hermeneutic headaches, 
relieve the tension." 
 
3:30-4 p.m. 
The Utility of Faith in Love 
Sean Della Croce 
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Melanie Walton 
 
Romantic love is one of the most universal themes in art and, as a result, its value is shaped according 
the prevailing attitudes of society. Unfortunately, artistic representations of love often oversimplify the 
complex realities of romantic relationships and reinforce unrealistic expectations on the viewer. The 
2013 film Blue is the Warmest Color, directed by Abdellatif Kechiche, is a rare and striking piece of 
cinema which contributes a representation of love to the culture that challenges the viewer to consider 
the human experience, as it is, with honesty. Approaching this film from a philosophical perspective 
allows the viewer to consider the power differential that exists between two people in a romantic 
relationship as well as the necessity of faith in the all-encompassing experience of love. 
 
4-4:30 p.m. 
On Mirror Neurons and Their Possible Applicability to Philosophy of Mind 
Abigail Marchese  
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Noel Boyle 
 
With the furious progression of neuroscience, the study of consciousness has exploded into an 
interdisciplinary problem. Neuroscience, cognitive science, robotics, neurobiology, and philosophy 
contribute to the totality of current research. The spectrum of inquiry is vast and largely dominated by 
the sciences. Despite the study of consciousness' philosophical origins, the validity of contemporary 
philosophy of mind has generally been called into question by its scientific counterparts. Because the 
inquiry has reached a point where philosophy could not avoid science if it wished, a new conception is 
necessary for clarification. This conception must necessarily work to provide operational definitions of 

 



 

consciousness in all its portrayals, and describe roles utilized by mechanisms and phenomena as 
instantiations of an infant concept, rather than assert general rules so early in the development. 
 
4:30-5 p.m. 
The Consolation of Philosophers 
Mackenzie Foster 
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Melanie Walton 
 
When one comes face to face with a horrific, the obscene, it begs her to liberate it from its silence. It 
implores her to confess of its existence, to give a testimony of what which avoids expression. In fact, 
she must give voice to its silence(s), even in the face of possible failure, because reality is at stake. 
Furthermore, the Latin confessionem, “confession, acknowledgement,” which is derived from com, 
“together,” and fateri, “to admit,” informs one that she we must bear witness to the inexpressible with 
others. This paper seeks to give voice to sexual assault in a style that mimics Boethius’ Consolation of 
Philosophy. In this work, Boethius alternates between prose and poetry to convey his philosophical 
ideas. This paper will differ from Boethius’ Consolation of Philosophy in that it will not focus on Lady 
Philosophy as the one that comforts the protagonist, but instead it will employ the writings of Boethius, 
Al-Ghazzali, St.Augustine, and Lyotard together to create a council of Lady Philosophers. Combined, 
these thinkers will give the protagonist a community with which she is able to bear witness to the 
sexual assault that has escaped full acknowledgement within herself and society. 

 

 

 
 

 


